
Explore the motion of the land beneath your feet in Alaska 
and tectonic motions around the world with authentic GPS data.

UNAVCO GPS Velocity Viewer
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Choose between detailed North 
America or World data and a desired 
reference frame*.

About the drop-down list of Data sources 
• …. UNAVCO data covers the United 

States, Mexico, Central America, the 
Caribbean, Greenland, plus a few other 
locations. Data are plotted using either 
the North American or a world-centric 
reference frame.

• …. GEM GSRM data covers the world. 
Data are plotted using a reference 
frame (the name of a tectonic plate) or 
world-centric. 

About reference frames:

The surface of the Earth is not stationary. 
It moves. Since every location on the Earth 
is moving, how fast one place is moving is 
compared to another place. These 
standard places to compare motion to are 
called 'reference frames,’ and are often 
tectonic plates. 

The motion of this standard (reference) 
location, reference frame, is set to zero. 
This lets us more easily measure the 
relative motion and deformation of 
adjacent plates and plate boundaries. such 
as the Pacific plate reference frame.  

The vectors at each GPS station will change 
length and direction. 

The world-centric, IGS/NNR uses a ‘world’ 
reference [imagine watching the plates 
move while sitting on our Moon].

Add Station Labels to more information 
[uses North American Reference Frame]

Tip: Choose one in forty before 
zooming out to a continental view.

Click on Draw Map to apply changes

Vectors too short? 
Change the scale

Add plate boundaries, volcano &
earthquake locations

Your challenge

Go to the UNAVCO Velocity Viewer
Or search for: UNAVCO GPS velocity 
viewer

Explore close to your neighborhood. 
Try different reference frames. What 
happens? How does your region 
move in different reference frames? 
How fast, which direction? What 
happens to the land if vectors are 
pointing toward or away from each 
other?

Study Alaska (use Data Source: 
N. America, NAM14, UNAVCO). 

Where do:
• vectors point in similar direction but 

have very different lengths 
(speeds)?

• vectors point in different directions 
from each other ?

• vectors look different across/ near a 
plate boundary

• Where are there earthquakes and 
volcanos?

• What could your students explore?

Investigate the world. Challenge your 
students to find different plate 
boundary types using GPS data. 

Guided example exploration: 
Explore the spreading of the mid-Atlantic 
ridge: 
1) Zoom out and center the map to 

show Europe and the east coast of the 
United States. 

2) Change Data Source, to World, 
IGS08/NNR, GEM GSRM

3) Change How many markers displayed
to show one in forty

4) Click on “Draw map”
5) What main type of plate boundary is 

this? 
6) Turn on the station labels.
7) What could you have students 

explore in more detail? 

Quick YouTube on reading GPS vectors to 
determine plate boundaries

Hands-on Demonstration for you and your 
students

https://www.unavco.org/software/visualization/GPS-Velocity-Viewer/GPS-Velocity-Viewer.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ucEOAR6U2js&feature=emb_logo
https://www.unavco.org/education/outreach/demonstrations/measure-ground-motion-with-gps/measure-ground-motion-with-gps.html

